We discuss the dissociation of the OH radical in the title molecular collisions when both species are vibrationally excited. An analysis of the O 2 dissociation is also reported. All calculations employed the quasiclassical trajectory method and a realistic double many-body expansion (DMBE) potential energy surface for groundstate HO 3 . The results are compared with those referring to formation of HO 2 and O 3 under similar conditions. Possible implications on atmospheric models for ozone production are tentatively assessed.
Introduction
Production of vibrational-rotational excited OH radicals and O 2 molecules, heretofore denoted as OH(V′) and O 2 (V′′), has been observed in several atmospheric reactions; for a recent review on theoretical work, see ref 1 . For example, the reaction leads to OH in vibrationally excited states with quantum numbers up to V′ ) 9. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] In turn, photodissociation of ozone within the Hartley band yields vibrationally excited molecular oxygen with a distribution peaking in the vicinity of V′′ ) 14 and V′′ ) 27 14 according to the reaction Recently, another bimodal distribution has been observed in the photodissociation of ozone at 266 nm with peaks near V′′ ) 9 and V′′ ) 5. 15 An additional source of vibrationally excited oxygen molecules in the stratosphere is the reaction 16 with O 2 populating vibrationally excited levels up to V′′ ) 13. Similarly, the reaction is known to yield vibrationally excited molecular oxygen with quantum numbers V′′ e 14. 14, 17 The existence in the stratosphere of such vibrationally hot species under conditions of nonlocal thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) or "local thermodynamic disequilibrium" allows the occurrence of endoenergetic reactions which would not be viable otherwise. 1, 18 In a series of papers [19] [20] [21] (hereafter referred to as I-III), we have studied the role of the internal energy of the reactants in the branching reaction However, the study of reactants dissociation under such conditions remains unanswered. In relation to ozone formation it is an interesting problem because dissociation of both reactants lead to formation of atomic oxygen, which will then form ozone by the three-body recombination reaction
The OH radical has attracted much attention in recent years, in particular its photodissociation. 22, 23 However, to our knowledge, no single study of OH collisional dissociation has been reported. Although quantum models have been developed to describe the dissociation process, 24 the use of computational procedures based on the quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) approach makes such a study easier and also general for collisions involving polyatomic systems (for example, a QCT study of dissociation in H 2 + H 2 collisions has been recently reported. 25 A major goal of the present work is therefore to report a detailed QCT study of the reaction by considering various combinations of vibrational and rotational excitations. For this, as in papers I 19 and II, 20 we employ a realistic single valued DMBE potential energy surface 26 for the electronic ground state of HO 3 . This function will be denoted from now on as DMBE I, since an improved potential energy surface (DMBE II) has recently been reported 27 for this system based on accurate QCISD/CBS (quadratic configuration interaction including single and double electron excitations extrapolated to the complete basis set limit) calculations. This DMBE II potential energy surface has already been employed in paper III, 21 although we use here DMBE I for consistency with previous studies in papers I 19 and II 20 (see also refs 16, 26, 28-30 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief survey of the computational method. The results are presented and discussed in section 3, while the major conclusions are in section 4.
Computational Details
Following previous work, the QCT method as implemented in extensively adapted versions of the MERCURY/VENUS96 31 codes has been used for the present study. Calculations have been carried out for diatom-diatom translations energies over the range 0.5 e E tr /kcal mol -1 e 10, as summarized in Tables  1 and Table 2 . Thus, we focus the computational effort in the range of small and middle translational energies, which are likely to be of major interest in modeling atmospheric chemistry. The optimum step size for numerical integration of the equations of motion was obtained as in previous papers, and found to be 10 -16 s (this warrants energy conservation up to 2 parts in 10 5 ). The initial diatomic-diatomic separation has been fixed at 8 Å to make the interaction essentially negligible. For each set of initial conditions, the maximum value of the impact parameter (b max ) which leads to reaction has been determined according to the usual procedure, leading to an accuracy of about (0.1 Å; the calculated values are reported in Tables 1 and 2 . Batches of 2000 trajectories have then been carried out for each translational energy and vibrational-rotational combination making a total of 8.6 × 10 4 trajectories. The energetics of the involved processes is best seen in the diagram of Figure 1 , which indicates by the line segments on the reactants side the various vibrational-rotational combinations according to the HO 3 DMBE I potential energy surface 26 employed in this work. As seen, they are all quite above the energy of the transition state for reaction. This implies that the QCT technique is ideally suited for the present study as the number of accessible states is so large that quantum results are nearly impossible at such high energies. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the trajectory calculations carried out in the present work for the title dissociative reaction. For the calculations we have considered three distinct channels leading to OH dissociation where the indices a, b, and c label the three oxygen atoms. In the case of indistinguishable atoms, the reactions in eqs 11 and 12 have similar probabilities of occurrence with the percentage of reaction in eq 10 increasing with internal energy of OH. Thus, we will consider only their sum in the following discussion. For total internal energies close to 111 kcal mol -1 , which corresponds to the combination OH(V′)6, j′ ) 1) + O 2 -(V′′)13,j′′)1), the cross section for dissociation is small. Thus, we may consider this combination as the bottom limit for an effective dissociation process (for the same internal and translational energies, one gets cross sections which are an order of magnitude smaller than those for the process yielding HO 2 ). Clearly, the dissociation channel gets closed for energy combinations below the threshold given by the corresponding endoergicity.
Results and Discussion
Parts a and b of Figure 2 show typical opacity functions (reaction probability vs impact parameter) for dissociation of OH in barrier-type (which is observed at high translational energies) and capture-type (small translational energies) regimes. 
Note that the abscissae in these plots are b/b max , with b max being the largest impact parameter calculated in the present work (6. 3 Å). Thus, for high translational energies (part a), the opacity function shows a bell shape (common for reactions with a threshold energy), while for low translational energies (part b), it increases with impact parameter showing the effect of longranges forces. As in previous papers, [19] [20] [21] we encounter both mechanisms in the collisional processes described in the present work.
Reactive Cross Sections.
For a given value of the translational energy, the specific reactive cross section for OH dissociation and associated 68% uncertainty assume the form given in eqs 10 and 11 of ref 20 with x ) O-H. We now examine the shape of the excitation functions (cross section vs translational energy) for the dissociation of OH which are shown in Figure 3 together with the associated error bars. For low translational energies, the capture-type regime is seen to dominate over the whole range of internal energies considered in the present work leading to the well established (refs 32, 33, and references therein) decreasing dependence of the reactive cross section with E tr . On the other hand, for high translational energies, one observes a dependence σ V′j′,V′′j′′
O-H
vs E tr where the derivative changes gradually from negative to slightly positive with increasing internal energy. Such a behavior means that, for high translational and internal energies, the contribution of the barrier-type regime becomes significant. Further details concerning this type of mechanism can be found elsewhere. [19] [20] [21] As noted in papers I 19 and II 20 , for a given vibrationalrotational state of one of the reactant molecules, the effect of rotational excitation in the other partner is essentially an energetic one, being larger for OH due to the higher value of the rotational quanta. We find such an effect to be extensive (within error bars) to the collisional dissociation of OH. However, it is not as significant as in previous work 19, 20 due to the higher levels of internal energy required to promote dissociation. Table 2 presents the results obtained for several combinations having similar total internal energies and rotational quantum numbers j′ ) 10 and j′′ ) 9. These correspond to the optimal populations, 16, 28 as given by the maximum of the associated Maxwell-Boltzmann rotational distributions (i.e., we assume a thermalized distribution of rotational energies). It is seen that the calculated cross sections are roughly dictated by the amount of total energy involved. This suggests that we may keep the form employed elsewhere [19] [20] [21] to describe the dependence of the dissociation cross section on translational energy.
Following previous work, [19] [20] [21] we then write where all symbols have their usual meaning. However, the auxiliary functions are now defined by where and the threshold energy is E th ) 111 kcal mol -1 . The numerical values of parameters m, n, and p have been constrained to assume the same value for all reactive processes, and fixed by a trial and error procedure. The remaining coefficients in eqs 14 and 15 have been determined from a global least-squares fitting procedure; the optimum numerical values of all fitting parameters are reported in Table 3 . The resulting fitted functions are shown together with the calculated points in Figure 3 . It is seen that the model fits well the calculated data. Note that in papers I 19 and II 20 the value of n was fixed at n ) 1 / 2 , which stemmed from the assumption that the dependence of the cross 
section on E tr was essentially determined by the long-range dipole-quadrupole electrostatic interaction. Despite this being the leading long-range interaction between OH and O 2 , the potential energy surface contains also higher-order interaction contributions, and hence we have recommended 21 to treat n as an effective parameter to improve the quality of the least-squares fit. Note also that the representation depends essentially on the magnitude of the internal energy, but not so much on the model employed to express the dependence of the latter on the quantum numbers. From the reactive cross section and assuming a MaxwellBoltzmann distribution over the translational energy (E tr ), the specific thermal rate coefficient is obtained as where k B is the Boltzmann constant, µ is the reduced mass of the colliding diatomic particles, and T is the temperature. In turn, g e (T) ) 1 / 3 [1 + exp(-205/T)] -1 is the appropriate electronic degeneracy factor, which corresponds to the ratio of the electronic partition functions; note that the spin-orbit excited level of OH ( 2 Π 1/2 ) lies 205 K above that of ground state ( 2 Π 3/2 ) 34 
(see also ref 35, and references therein). One then obtains
where Γ(‚‚‚) is the gamma function. In papers I 19 and II 20 , with n ) 1 / 2 , the temperature dependence in eq 18 was essentially determined by the electronic degeneracy factor g e (T), having now the factor (k B T) 1/2-n a marked influence.
For very high temperatures (mk B T . 1) and values of n such that 1 / 2 -n > 0, a simple algebraic analysis shows that eq 18 can be approximated by On the other hand, for low temperatures (mk B T , 1), one obtains which should be valid for most temperature regimes of practical interest, including those considered in the present work. In both limits, eqs 19 and 20, the factor (k B T) 1/2-n essentially determines the functional dependence on temperature. Equation 18 shows a maximum at low temperatures (T max ), which can be calculated from the numerical solution of the equation 1/2 -n ) [exp-(-)/1 + exp(-)], where ) 205/T. This leads to T max ∼ 58 K. Note that the shape of the specific thermal rate coefficients for formation of HO 2 and O 3 , and dissociation of OH, are all very similar; the only difference is on their magnitudes. Figure  4 shows the curves in eq 18 for several values of the internal energy. For the reasons given above, the details concerning the rate of increase with T for ultralow temperatures should be seen with caution in Figure 4 (and the following). In fact, quantum tunneling effects may also be not negligible at such ultralowtemperature regimes.
In Figure 5 we present, for a given vibrational distribution, the calculated thermal rate constant for OH dissociation. It assumes the form where V′ 0 ) 4 and V′′ 0 ) 0. The populations w V′′ for the 
vibrational state V′′ of oxygen have been assumed to be those obtained in the 226 nm photolysis of ozone, 14 while the populations w V′ for the state V′ of the OH radical are taken from ref 8 . Of course, many other factors (including a scanning over the complete range of ozone-photolysis wavelengths) should be taken in consideration when fully assessing the implications of the present results in atmospheric chemistry. This is out of the scope of the present work, and hence the results given here should be taken as illustrative ones. As Figure 5 shows, the vibrationally averaged thermal rate coefficient for OH dissociation slightly increases for very low temperatures showing a maximum at the temperature mentioned above. After the maximum it decreases with temperature from about 2.01 × 10 -11 cm 3 molecule -1 s -1 at T ∼ 58 K to about 1.60 × 10 -11 cm 3 molecule -1 s -1 at T ∼ 500 K. Nevertheless, considering the peaks reported for the photodissociation of O 3 at 266 nm, 15 we can expect eq 21 to underestimate the real value of k O-H (T). Also shown for completeness in Figure 5 are the calculated vibrationally averaged thermal rate coefficients for formation of O 3 and HO 2 , which have been calculated in a similar way but using an optimized n value. The thermal rate coefficients for O 3 formation are seen to be a factor of about 2.5 larger than the corresponding rates for dissociation of OH. In turn, those for HO 2 formation are slightly smaller than for dissociation of OH. For completeness, we also give for comparison in Figure  5 the average thermal rate coefficient for O 2 dissociation. As seen, its value as a function of temperature is about 3 times smaller than k O-H (T). Although the cross sections calculated for O 2 dissociation (see Table 4 ) have not employed values of the impact parameter specifically optimized for this process, test calculations for a few sets of initial conditions have shown that the results given here should also be reliable. The consideration in atmospheric models of the reactions in eqs 1-4, together with an effective mechanism for relaxation of the vibrational energy, lead to depletion of atmospheric ozone. However, as shown in paper II 20 of this series and also in this paper, the rates for the reactions 5, 6, and 8 have magnitudes of 10 -10 -10 -11 cm 3 molecule -1 s -1 , which overpass the reported vibrational relaxation rate constant for the processes O 2 (V′′) + 2 , 36-39 OH(V′) + 2 , 12,13 and OH(V′) + 3 . 40, 41 This is best seen from Table 5 , which compares such data with the rate constant values calculated in the present work. Moreover, by considering that the atomic oxygen produced in eq 5 and eq 8 (together with that produced in O 2 dissociation) can generate ozone through the three-body recombination reaction in eq 7, one is led to expect a significant influence of the reactions studied in the present work in kinetic models of stratospheric ozone. Of course, a quantitative assessment can only be made through atmospheric modeling simulations which include (or do not include) such reactions. Their importance can be further strengthened bearing in mind that the improved HO 3 DMBE II potential energy surface leads to a prediction 21 about 50% larger for direct production of ozone through the reaction in eq 6.
To conclude, we have calculated the total vibrationally average thermal rate coefficients for the reactions in eqs 5-8, and dissociation of O 2 , by using where i stands for each of the four above-mentioned processes, and N i odd stands for the number of product "odd-oxygen" species (i.e., O and/or O 3 ); V′ 0 and V′′ 0 assume the values indicated above. Thus, it represents the total reactive rate constant leading to ozone formation. The value of this total rate for a typical stratospheric temperature of T ) 150 K is k total ) 9.27 × 10 -11 cm 3 molecule -1 s -1 . As seen, it is about an order of magnitude larger than the corresponding vibrational relaxation rates reported in the literature, as well as the rate suggested in ref 17 for the process O 2 (V′,j′) + O 2 (V′′,j′′) f O 3 + O, k ∼ 6.5 × 10 -12 cm 3 molecule -1 s -1 .
Conclusions
We have carried out a QCT study of molecular dissociation in the OH(V′, j′) + O 2 (V′′,j′′) reaction for several combinations of rotational and vibrational quantum numbers. The results have shown that OH dissociation and ozone formation via collisions of vibrationally excited OH and O 2 molecules are comparable over the same range of collisional energies. In particular, the cross section for O 3 formation has been found to be nearly twice as large as that of OH dissociation for the initial conditions studied in the present work (for formation of HO 2 , see paper II 20 ). Finally, we have pointed out that the title dissociative processes provide extra sources of ozone through a three-body recombination reaction with molecular oxygen. Thus, they should not be overlooked when discussing the so-called 'ozone deficit' problem.
